Junior Professorship (Salary Scale W 1 NBesO) in Information Retrieval

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science invites applications for a Junior Professorship (Salary Scale W 1 NBesO) in Information Retrieval starting 1st January 2017. The position is limited to three years (with an extension option for a further three years).

The professorship focuses on Information Retrieval, in the context of the focus topics “Digital Society” within the faculty, as well as the L3S Research Center with its focus on Web Science. The owner of this position will represent the area of information retrieval both in research as well as in graduate teaching. Active participation, third party project acquisition and research in the L3S Research Center is possible and important. Applicants are expected to have completed their PhD degree on topic relevant for Information Retrieval, such as Temporal Information Retrieval, Social Information Retrieval, Human Information Interaction and Retrieval or Semantic Search, and should already have achieved a strong research and publication record in their area. International cooperation and project management experience are useful as well. Conditions of appointment are in accordance with § 30, Niedersachsen Higher Education Act (NHG).

Part-time employment can be arranged on request.

As an equal opportunities employer, Leibniz Universität Hannover has set itself the strategic aim of significantly increasing the proportion of women. Female scientists are therefore particularly encouraged to apply. Applications from abroad are especially welcome. Equally qualified candidates with disabilities will be given preference.

Further information is available from the Head of the Search Committee (Prof. Udo Lipeck (Tel. 0511 762-4951, ul@dbs.uni-hannover.de)).

Please submit your full application by 2st September 2016 to Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Universität Hannover Dekan der Fakultät für Elektrotechnik und Informatik Appelstr. 11 30167 Hannover http://www.uni-hannover.de/jobs